WEEKLY FOOTBALL POOL SUBMISSION FORM

Your Name: ___________________ Date: _____________________

Starting Line-up

QB: ___________ YP:     Pct:    TD:     Int:    Pts:
RB: ___________ YRu:    R:      YRe:    TD:     Pts:
RB: ___________ YRu:    R:      YRe:    TD:     Pts:
WR: ___________ YRe:     R:      TD:     Pts:
WR: ___________ YRe:     R:      TD:     Pts:
K:  ___________ FG    __ __ __ FG      __ __ __ Pts:
    Made: __ __ __ Missed: __ __ __

Total Pts:

Reserves

QB: ___________ YP:     Pct:    TD:     Int:    Pts:
RB: ___________ YRu:    R:      YRe:    TD:     Pts:
WR: ___________ YRe:     R:      TD:     Pts:

-----------------------------------------------------------
YP=Yards passing; YRu=Yards rushing; YRe=Yards receiving
R=Number of receptions; Int=number of interceptions
-----------------------------------------------------------

QB = (YP/1.5 + Completion %) + (30 x TD Scored) - (10 x Int)
RB = (1.15 x YRu) + (5 x R) + (0.5 x YRe) + (30 x TD Scored)
WR = YRe + (12 x R) + (40 x TD)

K =  0-25 yards = 10 points for FG; -40 points for a miss
    26-40 yards = 20 points for FG; -30 points for a miss
    41-50 yards = 30 points for FG; -20 points for a miss
    >= 51 yards = 40 points for FG; -10 points for a miss

Supplemental Draft

Injured Players: ___________ Drafted Player: ___________

FOR THE 3 LISTED PLAYERS, IF ANY OF THE INJURED PLAYERS
PLAY, THEN THE DRAFT IS VOID. IF YOU LIST 4 PLAYERS, THEN
THE INJURED PLAYER WHO DOES NOT PLAY (OR THE ONE LISTED
CLOSEST TO THE TOP OF THOSE LISTED ABOVE) IS AUTOMATICALLY
DROPPED AND GOES TO THE SUPPLEMENTAL DRAFT. BREAK A LEG.